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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Deep learning such as Convolution-Neural-Network (CNN) has taken over the field of 

computer vision when it comes to the application of object detection. The popularity of 

CNN is due in part to its superior performance over other traditional image processing 

techniques. In addition, CNN-based models such as RCNN and the Yolo allows transfer 

learning where the models can be trained to detect specific objects by utilizing the already 

robust feature extraction which are trained by a massive datasets such as the PASCAL 

VOC. This allows the models to achieve high performance even though it is trained on 

smaller dataset. For these reasons, CNN-based models have become the top choice for 

target-specific object detection applications. However, these models were designed to run 

on desktop environment, often with GPU support. They are not optimized to run on an 

embedded system, which has lower computation power and memory space. For a trained 

CNN-model to be inference ready, some optimization must be performed to make it 

implementable out in the field. In this thesis, some popular CNN-based model 

optimization techniques are explored. A compression algorithm is developed based on a 

method called filter pruning. The compressed models are then compiled to run on an 

embedded system where their performance, speed, and memory usage were examined 

against its non-compressed counterpart. 

 

Keywords: Deep Learning, Object Detection, Transfer Learning, Deep Model 

Compression, Embedded Systems 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background 

 

Cameras and other visual sensors are becoming smaller and cheaper while at the same time 

gaining higher performance. This causes cameras to be one of fastest family of technology 

to spread through society and across the world. Whether it is the city, on the road, or out in 

the rural area, more cameras are being deployed. Almost all smartphone in the pockets of 

individuals also has cameras built into them. It is undeniable that cameras are everywhere, 

and more will be embedded into common items such as glasses, household appliances, 

furniture, and etc.  Not only that, but good quality camera will be an integral part to most 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) applications, which can be found in smart factories, self-driving 

cars, healthcare, retail-surveillance, and security-surveillance.  

 

All these cameras will be generating videos feeds and images that need to be made sense 

of and this is where the field of computer vision and image processing is key. Computer 

vision is an interdisciplinary field that deals with the use of computer to understand and 

generate additional useful information about the digital images or videos [1]. These tasks 

ranges from acquiring images, processing them, and analyzing them, while extracting 

higher-dimensional data to produce numeric or symbolic information that can be used to 

form decisions [2]. Computer vision is one of the key elements in how AI will perceive 

and interact with the real world.  

 

Much effort has been put on developing algorithms that can process and interpret an 

image. One of the sub-tasks is image classification, where an algorithm tries to label the 

content within an image. One of the most promising techniques to date that can tackle this 

problem is deep learning or deep-neural-networks (DNNs), more specifically Convolution 

Neural Networks (CNNs). CNNs key feature is incorporating kernel convolution, a 

commonly used image processing technique, into the network’s layers to extract features. 

Some important CNNs architectures are the AlexNet (2012), VGG16 (2014), GoogLeNet 

(2014), ResNet (2015), and the Inception-Resnet (2016) [3-7].  These CNNs architectures 

are characterized as being multilayers consisting of combinations of convolutional layers 

followed by a pooling layer, and capping the end of the model with fully-connected layers 

to form a softmax output. As an example of CNNs, below Figure1.1 is the GoogLeNet 

model. 

 
Figure 1.1: GoogLeNet Model 

 

It is observed that the accuracy of image classification improved over the years as a result 

of more complex models having deeper layers. As deep learning penetrate different 
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industries, demands for more advanced features and specification evolve. For example, in 

self-driving cars, it is important for the computer to be able to identify multiple objects on 

the scene. The utility of image classification evolved into object detection and 

classification, where the network identifies multiple objects within the image/video-frame 

and draws a bounding box around them [23]. How fast these networks are able to process 

the data is also important for real-time applications like self-driving cars. In video 

processing, frame rate (frame/sec) is used as one of the indicator to performance. One 

example of a network that can tackle this problem is the Region-Based Convolution 

Neural Network (R-CNN) and the subsequent improvement to the model “Fast R-CNN” 

and “Faster R-CNN” [10,11]. Another popular model is the “You-Only-Look-Once” 

(YOLO) model, which has become a more popular model due to its performance and its 

open source framework for target-specific model development [12-14]. Below, Figure1.2 

shows an example of a YOLO output.  

 

 
Figure 1.2: YOLO Output 

 

 

As deep learning advances and diffuses through different industries, adoption of the 

technology will be inevitable and in particular computer vision application. DNNs that can 

interpret image data and make predictions or decisions will be integrated into daily 

operations of any business. The transformation from a developer’s model into a field ready 

product (inference engine & inference machine) can be summarized in Figure 1.3. The 

process starts with gathering data, which will be used for training the model. Deployment 

of the model can either be done on the cloud or on an embedded system called edge 

device.  
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Figure 1.3: Deep Learning Workflow [25] 

 

Currently, most DNNs are stored on the server where input data and results are transfer 

between the edge-devices (with no inference capabilities) and the server via the cloud. 

Hosting DNNs on the server have the advantage of ample power and computing power, 

but there are also many drawbacks. First, bandwidth and latency could be the bottleneck, 

which will slow down inference time. In some application, such as self-driving car or 

robotics in manufacturing plant, where latency is detrimental to the system, it is important 

that decision-makings are on time. Second reason is for security and privacy. The mass 

transfer of private data to a centralized location has a more consequential negative 

outcome from a cyber attacks or system failure than a decentralized system. Third reason 

is cost effectiveness. Deploying DNNs on edge devices is cheaper than maintaining a 

server.  For example, in a smart factory, there could be multiple stations, each requiring a 

unique DNNs implementation. Instead of hosting multiple DNNs on the server, which is 

costly, there can be a dedicated inference machine for each station. In addition, if one of 

the devices becomes faulty, it doesn’t affect the whole system and replacement is not too 

costly. Deep learning inference application that requires mass and systemic 

implementation of autonomous, low-latency, and customizable system will favor 

implementing DNNs on an edge device over cloud server [24].  

 

On the opposite end, embedded system hosting DNNs has some constraints such as limited 

space, memory, and computing power. However, effort to reduce DNNs size and 

complexity while still maintaining a high accuracy is a popular research topic. 

Optimization of CNNs used in computer vision applications for embedded system is the 

main focus of this Thesis and will be explored later in the chapters. On the hardware side, 

industry-leading companies such as Intel, Nvidia, AMD, and Google are funding the 

design and development of specialized microprocessors for deep learning in an effort to 

conquer the edge-device market [25,26]. The trend is towards the deployment of smart 

embedded systems in the automotive, transportation, medical, and manufacturing sectors. 

These edge-devices are expected to run at full duty cycle (run all the time) and their 

eventual replacement will create a constant demand for edge-devices. This will create a 

very high profit-generating business opportunity for embedded system developers and 

manufacturer.   

 

The development and deployment of DNNs can be divided into 4 aspects. They are 

algorithm for inference, algorithm for training, hardware for inference, and hardware for 

training. Figure 1.4 summarizes these aspects. Training phase and inference phase have 

very different performance requirements therefore optimization in one phase may not 

benefit, or even harm, the other phase. Two major strategies, an algorithmic approach or a 

hardware approach, are used to optimize the speed of the training or inferencing. 
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Figure 1.4: 4 Aspects of DNNs Development. 

 

 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

 

The implementation of CNNs onto an edge-device to act as an inference machine has its 

own unique difficulties that stems from the limitations of the edge-device’s resources. Co-

optimization of algorithm and hardware are tightly linked together and must be considered 

together to achieve faster inference without sacrificing too much accuracy.  

 

Most off the shelf DNN models are available online, however they were trained and 

evaluated on massive dataset such as the ImageNet, PASCAL VOC, COCO, and etc. Their 

performance were evaluated on their ability to accurately classify a large and diverse 

output classes.  As a result, these models are very dense and deep. They are models that 

came out of the training phase and are not suitable for inference deployment.  To be field 

specific ready, additional training and some modification to the model must be done. 

 

1.3 Objectives 

 

The main objective of this Thesis is to optimize the YOLOv2 model into an inference 

ready model for an edge device where it can be used to detect and classify different types 

of vehicles on the streets in Thailand. Below is the list of the goals: 

 

1. Transform the YOLOv2 model from an off the shelf model to a task-specific 

inference model by transfer learning on new datasets. 

2. Perform model compression using a technique called filter pruning. 

3. Develop an automatic model compression algorithm that can perform the whole 

process without user intervention. 

4. Run pruned model on an embedded system. 

5. Compare performance and accuracy of compressed model against non-

compressed model on various platforms. 

 

1.4 Contribution 

 

At the time of this thesis, not a lot of paper has been published on the topic of compressing 

the YOLOv2 while at the same time training it to be task-specific and ultimately ready to 

be deployed in the field. Only two papers were found that performed model compression 

on YOLO by channels pruning. However, this thesis explores another compression 
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techniques, filters pruning, to reduce the size of the network in order to achieve faster 

response time.  

 

In addition, the model will be optimized to run on the Movidius Neural Compute Stick, 

which will be connected to a commercial embedded development board. The final product 

will be an embedded system with a small footprint capable of tracking cars and motorcycle 

on the street of Thailand with comparable accuracy to the non-compressed version of the 

model that runs on a desktop. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

In this chapter, literature review is done on algorithms and hardware for efficient training 

and inference. Emphasis is put on the inference aspect of the CNNs development and 

deployment. Some popular object detection models are introduced but emphasis will be 

put on the YOLOv2 model. Lastly, pruning compression techniques on CNN models are 

explored. 

 

2.1 Algorithm for Efficient Training 

  

The goal of training is to find the parameters for the CNNs that will be able to generalize 

well over unseen input data. This step requires the weights and the biases to be updated as 

per how much the predicted results differ from the labeled results while at the same time 

avoid over-fitting the data. This process is called back-propagation and it is only used in 

the training phase. Training a model is a computationally expensive process in both time 

and space (storage). Over the years, many mathematical and programmatic tricks have 

been developed to improve and speed up the training process. Some examples and brief 

overview will be described below.  

 

Batch normalization is the process of grouping and normalizing input data to be trained as 

batches rather than individual data input allowing higher learning rate, and thus faster 

training [15]. This method has similar effect to L2 regularization where it can reduce over 

fitting. Mixed precision training is the allowing of different level of precision data type, for 

example 32-bit and 16-bits floating points, to be used together at the same time [16]. This 

means that memory storage is reduced, more data is fetched per unit time, and more 

training data can be condensed in a batch. Parallel and distributed learning is another very 

effective technique, where multiple inputs are run in parallel. A training subroutine can be 

split up and run over multiple cores, for example, subroutines that are computationally 

expensive can be pushed to GPU [17,18]. For Another interesting method to improve 

training is exploiting the sparsity characteristics of most DNNs by using a technique called 

dense-sparse-dense training [19]. The method first trained the model and all its parameters 

until targeted accuracy, then all parameter close to zero values are remove, after which, re-

training is done. These sparsity restrictions are removed and re-training is done again 

resulting in a more robust model.  

 

2.2 Hardware for Training 

 

Training can be done on different hardware but the most popular being GPUs. Some 

examples of the most powerful GPUs to date for training are the Navidia PASCAL GP100 

(2016), Navidia Volta GV100 (2017), and the AMD Radeon RX Vega Series (2017) 

[21,22]. However, developers will often use multiple smaller GPUs such as the Navidia 

GeForce RTX/GTX series to run multiple trainings side-by-side, while experiment with 

different parameters and configuration. Data parallelism is often implemented on GPUs 

with the use of libraries such as CUDA to speed up full training.  Other option for 

hardware used in training is the tensor-processing unit (TPU), an application specific 

integrated circuit (ASIC) from Google [20]. The main specification for training is pure 

computing power, specifically speed and the ability to run multiple training with uniform 

hardware.  
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2.3 Algorithm for Efficient Inference 

 

Implementation of the CNNs into an inference engine onto an edge-device is concerned 

with the performance, power, and area. Training and inferencing have very different 

requirement. Inferencing do not change its parameters, so any algorithm supporting back-

propagation is a useless overhead best be eliminated. The condition and environment 

where training and inferencing happens are different. Training often takes place in non-

time critical setting where memory, power, and computational muscle are often abundant. 

This is the opposite for inferencing, as embedded system on an edge device has limited 

resources and sometimes application is time-critical.  

 

Most often, developers will use a pre-trained model and integrate it into their application. 

Re-training the model is an essential part to improving the performance of DNNs. It is 

achieved by retraining the model with dataset collected from the environment in which it 

will be deployed. Essentially, this is fine-tuning the weights and the biases and if necessary 

minor modification to the model: a process sometimes called “transfer learning”.  

 

Thus, the main goal for developing a good inference algorithm is to reduce the size of the 

model. This can be done by decreasing the number of parameters or decreasing the number 

of computations.  

 

The first algorithm follows the idea of eliminating non-potent neurons; a technique 

sometimes called pruning a model [28, 29]. The main idea is to make the DNNs model 

smaller by getting rid of the neurons that won’t be useful. For example, AlexNet is trained 

on ImageNet dataset, which is composed of over 15 million labeled images ranging from 

animal to vehicles. If a developer wanted to use AlexNet to only classify images of urban 

area where pedestrian and vehicles are the only subjects, then it is expected that not all 

neurons in the model will be used very often. The model’s least significant neurons can be 

removed, the model re-trained, then tested for the target task. This process is done 

iteratively until the model shrinks down to an acceptable size while still performing the 

required task at the targeted accuracy. 

 

Another technique used is focused on reducing the bit-size of the parameters within the 

model. This is done by reducing the precision of the parameters within the DNNs model, 

for an example converting 32-bits floating points to 16-bits fixed point. It is observed that 

many DNNs are resistance to changes in their parameters, meaning changes can be made 

to the parameters without affect the output of the network [30, 31]. The benefits are 

trading precision for reduced memory storage, reduced energy consumptions by using less 

gates and register, and increase the amount of data that can be fetched per cycle. This 

process is generally called quantization.  

 

Similar concept to reducing the footprint of parameters is weight sharing where similar 

valued parameters are grouped together into one value and used together. However, unlike 

quantization, this method focuses on algorithmically reducing the number parameter 

loaded from memory by reusing parameters [32]. Several variations of parameter sharing 

are possible:  

 

1. Multiple weights and single input also called weight parallel or input stationary. 

However, this has negative affect on the weight and output bandwidth since they 

all need to be fetched or stored to memory for a single input. 
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2. Single weight and multiple inputs also called input parallel or weight stationary. 

This has the opposite affect as case 1 where input and output bandwidth will be 

high 

3. Output stationary reloads new weights and input every clock cycle but keeps the 

intermediate results locally. This means that input and weights need to be loaded 

frequently but the output doesn’t need to be stored to memory often.  

4.  Hybrid, which is a combination of 3 cases mentioned above to achieve moderate 

bandwidth for input, weights, and output. 

 

Below Figure 2.1 summarizes this weight sharing and data parallelism algorithm. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.1: Different Weight Sharing & Data Parallelism Topologies [32]. 

 

2.4 Hardware for Inference 

 

A common goal for efficient inference is minimization of memory access where as many 

weights and biases in the model are fit inside the cache or internal SRAM as possible. 

Power consumption per specific computation such as multiply-accumulation is an 

important parameter, since edge devices have power consumption limitation. Many 

hardware options and implementation strategies exist to make inference faster. This 

includes the use of an accelerator, such as the VPU or FPGA to perform inference.  

 

A popular and promising family of hardware is the FPGA, which excel in power efficiency 

due to its customizable logical-level design that can be tailored towards the network’s 

arithmetic. At the moment, Altera (a subsidiary of Intel) is the leading developer of FPGA 

embedded development board for field deployment. Some examples of their products are 

the Stratix, Arria, Cyclone, and the Max series. Their newest flagship product is the Intel 

Arria 10 FPGA SoC (2018), which is a dual-core between ARM Cortex –A9 and the Arria 

10 SoC. Figure 2.2 shows the Intel Arria 10 FPGA SoC. Heterogeneous programming can 

be used to distribute subtasks between the CPU and FPGA.  

 
Figure 2.2: Intel Arria 10 FPGA SoC 
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There are many tools that can help with the development of this multi-resource processing. 

One example is the OpenCL framework, which allow the programming of kernels level 

operations. Coupled with Intel’s FPGA SDK for OpenCL, C written language can be 

compiled into an executable for FPGA. This allows more developers to program FPGA 

without relying on hardware descriptive language such as Verilog or VHDL.   

 

Another family of hardware is application specific integrated circuits (ASIC). An example 

is the Movidius Neural Compute Stick (2017), which housed a special vision-processing 

unit (VPU) developed by Intel. The Neural Compute Stick (NCS) is a low power small 

form USB interfaced device designed to do inference. Figure 2.3 shows the Movidius 

NCS. Intel also released the OpenVINO toolkits, which is a software package that can 

statically optimize and transform trained models into executable firmware for specific 

target devices such as the CPU, GPU, FPGA, or the VPU. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.3: Movidius Neural Compute Stick (NCS) 

 

Another example of an inference hardware is the Google’s TPU [20]. Another example of 

ASIC is the efficient inference engine (EIE) developed by collaboration between 

Standford University and Navidia [27]. The EIE is an accelerator with specific hardware 

logic-level support for sparse and compressed DNNs models. Below Figure 2.4a shows 

architecture of the processing unit, and Figure2.4b shows the layout of the processing unit 

of the EIE. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.4a: Architecture of the Processing Unit [27] 
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Figure 2.4b: Layout of One PE in EIE [27]  

 

2.5 Convolutional Neural Networks for Object Detection 

 

As stated, image classification problems evolved into object detection problems, where 

multiple entities within the image can be isolated and identified. Many methods done 

initially were repurposing the CNNs image classifiers to evaluate the image at evenly 

spaced location. The most primitive type of this algorithm is the deformable part model 

(DPM), which uses a sliding window approach to object detection [8]. However, DPM 

uses a separate pipeline for each operation in process.  

 

Another improved method is the region-based CNNs (R-CNNs) where objects region are 

proposed then fed into network to be classified [9]. The R-CNNs selective search 

algorithm is static, always proposing 2000 region not based on any learning. Figure 2.5 

shows a summary of how R-CNN works. These 2000 proposed regions often have nothing 

to do with the object to be detected, thus are a waste of computation time. The R-CNN is 

very slow, around 40 seconds per image, because of its complex input to output pipeline. 

Efforts have been done to improve the speed of R-CNNs, and have created the “Fast R-

CNNs” and the “Faster R-CNNs”. Fast R-CNN removed the automatic 2000 proposed 

regions, and instead feed the input image into CNNs to extract out feature maps [11]. 

These feature maps are passed through a selective search algorithm to generate proposed 

features before being fed into the fully connected layer for output. The “Faster R-CNN” 

removed the selective search algorithm and replaced it with another CNNs, which is now 

responsible for generating proposed features from extracted feature maps [10]. However, 

R-CNNs and its variant are slow and cannot deliver real-time response.  

 

 
 

Figure 2.5: R-CNN model [9] 

 

Up to date, the best model in terms of accuracy and speed is the “You-Only-Look-Once” 

(YOLO) method [12-14] where object’s class and location are generated by the network 

during forward-feed. Unlike previous methods, YOLO unified all the steps of object 

detection: feature extraction, object localization, non-max suppression, and predictions 
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into one CNNs pipeline. This is what makes YOLO faster than other algorithms. Figure 

2.6 shows the network architecture of YOLO.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.6: YOLO Model [12] 

 

During model training, images are fed into the network, which automatically encode 

contextual information about the objects in relation with the background into the CNNs 

feature extractor layers. This allows YOLO to reason globally (global in this context is the 

whole image) and won’t confuse background object as target objects. This is also what 

makes the YOLO model generalize well over diverse dataset. As an example, the YOLO 

model was trained exclusively on photos and yet when given images of paintings, it was 

able to correctly identify and locate the objects in the paintings.  

 

The output of YOLO is the coordinate of the bounding box (x, y), the size of the bounding 

box (w, h), and a class label. This is achieved by annotating the training data set with 

bounding boxes (x, y, w, h) and class labels. In addition to extracting feature maps, the 

YOLO’s neural network layers are also responsible for learning to predict the coordinate 

of the bounding box over the object. However, when compared to R-CNNs, the YOLO 

makes more localization error and has a lower recall rate. To improve upon this 

shortcoming, YOLOv2 was developed. Instead of learning to predict the coordinate of the 

bounding boxes, YOLOv2 uses anchor boxes (template bounding boxes) by trying to 

match the object with the best-fit anchor box then predict the offset to the location of the 

object. This offset is relative to the individual grid cells partition within the image. These 

anchor boxes were generated from K-mean clustering analysis on the bounding boxes in 

the training dataset (VOC and COCO) used to develop the YOLOv2 model. As a result, 5 

anchor boxes were used based on tradeoff between minimizing model complexity while 

maximizing recall. This greatly improved the mean accuracy precision (mAP) of the 

model. 
 

2.6 CNNs Compression via Pruning  

 

Even though, the YOLO is fast comparative to other object detection models, its speed of 

around 40 frames per sec (YOLOv2 544x544) was done on a desktop environment with 

the aid of GPU (GeForce GTX Titan X). The model will run significantly slower on edge-

devices with limited resource and limited computing power. One strategy to tackle this 

problem is to reduce the size of the model. Pruning is the main technique that will be 

explored in this thesis.  

 

Model pruning or structured pruning is still a new topic that has just begun to draw 

attention. There are many aspects on how to go about pruning a network. These are some 
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of the questions asked when designing a pruning protocol: what element (neurons, 

channels, filters, or combinations) of the network to be pruned, how to choose which items 

within the element to prune, how re-training will be done, and if pruning will be done 

layer-wise or multiple layers at once. There is no consensus yet on a single approach that 

works best, rather it is relative. The best pruning strategy often depends on the nature of 

the network’s architecture, the amount of training data available, the content of the training 

data, and what platform will the model be run on [33, 36]. Below is table 1, which 

compares some of the literatures on the topic of filter or channel pruning on CNNs type 

networks. 

 

Pruning individual weights or neural has already been a standard practice in model 

training: dropout and regularization. Figure 2.7 shows a diagram demonstrating the use of 

dropping out neurons to create sparse matrix in an effort to regularize training. However, 

this type of pruning creates sparse matrix of feature-maps, kernels, or filters, which doesn’t 

automatically translate into system-wide speed-up. Often, it requires both special hardware 

and software development to deal with the sparse data-fetching pattern and a multiply-

accumulation logic unit that deals with streams of zeroes efficiently [32]. To avoid this 

complication and streamline model compression process, other elements within the models 

that can be pruned was explored.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.7: Regularization by Dropping Out Neurons [19]  

 

One method is to prune the least significant channels in the feature maps [35]. Feature 

maps that are similar or redundant in a layer can be eliminated without affecting the 

overall generalizability of the entire network. This also means that the corresponding 

channels (to the deleted feature-map) within the filters can also be eliminated, thus 

reducing the computation of the network even more.  

 

Another approach is to prune filters within a layer of the network. The general steps are as 

follow: identify which filters are the least important, prune those filters, retrained the 

model, and repeat [33]. There are many metrics on how to determine the importance of a 

filter. The simplest is calculating the sum of the absolute kernel weights for each kernel, 

and then sort them. Prune some number of filters with the smallest score and their 

corresponding feature maps in the next layer [39]. Below, Figure 2.7 is a diagram 

depicting the overall process of filter pruning and how it affects the following layer. 

Pruning filters across multiple layers then retraining is also possible albeit retraining may 

consume more data before converging to desired accuracy. However, the advantage over 

single-layer-wise pruning is that the overall time to compress the entire network will be 

faster and it provides a more holistic view of the robustness of the network performance.  
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Figure 2.8: Filter Pruning [40]  

 

Retraining pruned networks to regain accuracy is another important step. There are 

generally two approaches. First approach is to prune filters of multiple layers at once then 

retrain them until desired accuracy is restored [39]. The second approach is to prune filters 

layer-by-layer and then retrain until accuracy is restored so that the weights of the next 

layers will be adapted, after which pruning the next layers can continue [39]. Iterative 

pruning and retraining often give better results, but takes longer. 

 

So far, not a lot of paper has been published on pruning the YOLOv2 model. At the time 

of this thesis, only two papers were found regarding this topic. The first paper was about 

developing a “Light YOLO model” for recognizing 10 types of hand gesture [38]. They 

compressed the model by selective-dropout channel pruning to remove redundant 

convolution kernels. They first used Taylor Expansion to evaluate the importance of the 

feature map within the refined YOLOv2 model. After that, they retrained the model but 

with the weights associated with the weak features maps dropped out. This was done to 

make the model less dependent to those weak feature maps. Afterward, those dropped out 

channels are pruned, and the model retrained again.  The training dataset consisting of 

5738 samples, including 2868 training samples and 2870 test samples. The author of this 

paper claimed that they were able to compress the YOLOv2 model from 268MB to 4MB, 

which resulted in a speedup from 40 FPS to 125 FPS. Accuracy was also reported to have 

improved, using F1% as the measuring metric, the accuracy increased from 96.80% to 

98.06%.  

 

The second paper used kernel-pruning technique to compress a tiny-YOLO model. The 

sum of absolute weight of kernel was used to determine and rank the importance of the 

kernel. To select which layers to prune, two metrics were used: “most Kernel” and “most 

FLOPS”. The paper compared two layer-selection methods: layers with the more kernels 

were selected for pruning vs. layers with more floating points operations were selected for 

pruning. Taylor expansion was also used to predict the loss that will incur if selected 

kernels were pruned. Layers and kernels combination that are predicted to create the least 

loss were chosen to be pruned. The training data set was a custom 4,140 images containing 

12,048 object instances (3973 balls, 3944 robot, 2534 goal post, 1597 penalty spot). The 

result showed that the authors were able to reduced the number of FLOPS by 77.5% by 

pruning 1% of the kernels in layers with the most FLOPS. This translated to about 4.5x 

speed up with only a minimal accuracy drops in predicting the 4 classes: ball, robots, goal 

post, and penalty spot. 

 

Below, table 2.1 compiled some current research on the topic of CNNs-based models 

compression using pruning-based techniques.  
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Table 2.1: Literature Comparison of Channel or Filter Pruning on CNN

Year Paper Compression 

Method 

How to determine 

importance of 

object to be 

pruned 

Model 

compressed 

Data set Performance 

Boost/FLOPS 

Saved 

Accuracy Drop 

2017 Channel Pruning for Accelerating 

Very Deep Neural Networks 

Single and 

multilayer 

channel pruning 

LASSO regression 

to find out channel 

redundancy 

VGG16, 

ResNet, 

Xception 

COCO, PASCAL 

VOC, CIFAR-10 

VGG(x4),ResNet(2

X) Xcep(2X) 

VGG16(1.0%), 

ResNet(1.4%), 

Xcep(1.0%) 

2018 Evaluating pruned object 

detection networks for real-time 

robot vision 

Multilayer 

Channel pruning 

Absolute weighted 

sum (Abs 5K, Abs 

5F, Abs 1F) Taylor 

Expansion 

Tiny-YOLO Custom: 4,140 

images containing 

12,048 object 

instances 

Abs 1F (x4.5), 

77.5% FLOPS 

reduced. 

4 tasks: (+0.2%, 

+0.6%, -13.5%, 

+16.3%) negative 

means accuracy drop 

for most complex task 

2018 Learning to Prune Filters in 

Convolutional Neural Networks 

Algorithm that 

learn to prune 

CNN models. 

reward function 

that output the 

parameter of 

pruning agent and 

the pruned network 

VGG16, 

ResNet18, 

FCN-32 

CIFAR-10, 

PASCAL VOC 

FLOPS saved: 

VGG16(64.5%), 

ResNet(64%), 

FCN(55.4%) 

VGG16(2.4%), 

ResNet(6.5%), FCN32 

(3.4%) 

2018 Light Yolo for High Speed 

Gesture Recognition 

 

Selective drop-

out channel 

pruning 

Taylor expansion 

to evaluate 

importance of 

feature-map. 

YOLOv2 Custom 5738 

samples: 2868 

training & 2870 

testing 

40FPS to 125FPS 

(3.125X) 

F1 score 1.3% 

improved accuracy 

2017 Pruning Convolutional Neural 

Network for Resource Efficient 

Inference 

Neural pruning 

to channel 

pruning 

Minimum weight, 

activation, mutual 

information, Taylor 

expansion 

AlexNet, 

VGG16 

ImageNet, 

Flower-102 

AlexNet(1.9X) 

VGG16(1.7X) 

AlexNet(-0.3%) 

VGG16(-2.3%) 

2017 Pruning Filters for Efficient 
ConvNets 

Multilayer filter 
pruning 

Sum absolute 
kernel weight 

VGG16, 
ResNet56,11

0,34 

ILSVRC2012(Res
Net34), CIFAR-

10 

34% reduction in 
FLOPS 

Same accuracy or 
improved 

2018 ThiNet: Pruning CNN Filters for 

a Thinner Net 

Multilayer filter 

pruning 

random, weighted 

sum, averaged 

percentage of 

zeros, mean l1& l2 

VGG16 -> 

ThinNet 

ImageNet, CUB-

200 bird species, 

Indoor-67 indoor 

scene classes 

30.94B to 9.34B 

(30% FLOPS 

reduction) 

Top 5 Acc drop 

90.01% to 88.13% (-

2%) 

 

2019 CNN-Based Object Detection 

Model Compression for 

Inferencing on Embedded System 

 

Single-layer 

filter pruning 

Sum Abs Weight, 

L2, Random 

YoloV2 & 

Tiny-Yolo 

Custom: vehicle 

detection (cars & 

motorbike) 

YoloV2: 203.9MB 

to 8.4MB 

Tiny: 44.9MB to 

9.3MB 

YoloV2: Recall -0.9% 

Precision -2% 

Tiny: Recall -4.38% 

Precision +4.25% 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

In this chapter, the method to training and pruning the YOLOv2 model and the tiny-YOLO 

model with our dataset is outlined. The method to validate and test the compressed models 

is examined next. Lastly the method to running the compressed models on an embedded 

device is explained. 

 

3.1 Data Set 

 

The data set is composed of 980 images overlooking the road at an intersection where cars 

and motorbikes drive pass or stopping for red lights. All images are colored 720 (width) by 

480 (height) pixels in JPEG format. Each image has an annotation for all the cars and the 

motorbikes in the frame with their own bounding box and class label. The annotation was 

converted to XML PASCAL VOC file format. The images were taken over the courses of 

two days where 875 images were taken on day-1 and remaining 105 images of 980 images 

were taken on day-2. Below are some samples of the images in the data set. 

 

       
 

Figure 3.1: Sample Images in Data Set 

 

The data set is split into 3 groups: training set, validation set, and testing set. All images 

captured on day-2 are the testing set while the images from day-1 are randomly split into 

9:1 training set and validation set. So there are 788 images in the training set, 87 images in 

the validation set, and 105 images in the test set.  

 

3.2 Model Training 

 

The YOLOv2 model and the tiny-YOLO model were constructed and trained using Keras 

framework with Tensorflow-backend, while the models weights were downloaded from 

DarkNet [41]. The weights files were converted to Keras’s H5 data format. As a baseline 

for comparison, the models were evaluated by the test set for its performance before 

training. Training was done on GPU: GeForce GTX 1080. The ADAM optimizer was used 

where the learning rate was set at 0.5e-04. L2 kernel regularization with a penalty factor of 

0.01 was applied to all the layers to improve training. Training was also done with a batch 

size of 32, the validation batch size was 87 matching the validation set, and the test batch 

size was 105 matching the test set. A stopping condition was created to halt training once 

validation loss did not improved by at least 0.001 for 3 consecutive epochs. If an early 

stopping condition occurred, training was continued with the learning rate reduce by a 

factor of 10 up to 0.5e-06, after which if training don’t continue it would be considered to 

have converged. After training has converged, the performance of the model was evaluated 

using the test set.  
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 3.3 Filter Pruning Algorithm  

 

The objective of this algorithm was to reduce the size of YOLOv2 model by getting rid of 

the filters that were not important to the overall performance of the network. This was 

done iteratively until validation loss increased passed the “post-pruned-threshold”, after 

which, retraining was done to bring the validation loss down below the “post-retrained-

threshold”. The post-pruned-threshold is the ratio between the newly pruned model’s 

validation loss to the validation loss of the full model. If loss of the newly pruned model 

exceeded this threshold, it will initiate retraining. The post-retrained-threshold is the ratio 

between the recovered validation loss to the validation loss of the full model. The 

algorithm will stop when the pruned network’s validation loss exceeded the post-pruned-

threshold and even after retraining, its validation loss still exceeded the post-retrained-

threshold. This algorithm was a single layer pruning, which meant that filters were pruned 

within a single layer at a time as opposed to multi-layer pruning. Below is a diagram that 

summarized the algorithm. Information about the results of every pruning iterations such 

as layer selected for pruning, model’s parameters, validation loss, recall, precision, and the 

loss ratio to the post-pruned-threshold and post-retrain-threshold were recorded in a log 

file. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.2: Filter Pruning Algorithm Flow Chart 

 

 

Determine which single layer 

to prune  

Prune the filters with lowest 

score within that layer 

Is validation 

loss over the 

post-pruned-

threshold? 

No 

Retrain 

Is validation loss 

brought back below 

post-retrained-

threshold? 

Yes 

Yes 

End 

No 
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 3.3.1 Determining Layer To Prune  

 

Deciding which layer to prune was done by calculating the model’s validation loss after 

one of its layer has been modified. This modification was the removal of the layer’s filters 

based on the importance of each individual filter. How important individual filters were 

was determined by calculating its sum absolute weights (SAW). The SAW scores were 

ordered from lowest to highest, and the lowest set was pruned. This was done iteratively 

for all the layers within the network, and the layer that produced the least loss after 

simulated pruning was selected for actual pruning.  

 

The algorithm also allows L2 norm to be the chosen as a method to calculate filter’s 

importance instead of SAW. Lastly, the algorithm can also pick which filters to prune 

randomly. All three methods (SAW, L2 Norm, and Random) were used in the YOLOv2 

pruning algorithm where both the post-pruned-threshold and the post-retrain-threshold 

were set to 1.1, which meant that pruned model’s validation loss cannot exceed 10% of the 

full model validation loss without retraining or reducing the prune step size.  These three 

methods ability to compress the YOLOv2 were compared.  

 

 3.3.2 Filter Pruning Operation  

 

In YOLOv2 model, a typical single layer will start with a 2D-convolution operation, 

followed by a batch normalization operation, and end with an activation (LeakyReLU) 

operation. There are 3 main characteristics to a 2D-convolution operation: the kernel size, 

the depth of the kernel, and the filter number. Filter pruning modified the filter number of 

the 2D-convolution operation, but it also affected the number of parameters in the batch 

normalization operation. The parameters of batch normalization, which are beta, gamma, 

moving mean, and moving variance, needed to be modified to match changes in the 

convolution layer. In addition, the modification of the number of filters within a layer will 

affect the kernel’s depth of 2D-convolution operation of the next layer. Figure 3.3 shows 

the summary of the filter pruning operation. For an example, if the number of the filters 

were halved from 1024 filters to 512 filters in the nth layer then the kernel’s depth of the 

n+1th layer had to be halved as well. The parameters in the batch normalization step of the 

n+1th layer were unchanged. Max-Pooling operation has no direct effect from filter 

pruning. Correspondence to the removed filters in nth layer and the batch normalization 

parameters in same layer as well as the removal of the kernel’s depth in the nth +1 layer 

had to be maintained. 
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Figure 3.3: Filter Pruning Operation  

 

The pruning-algorithm can prune filters in three steps size: 75%, 50%, and 25%. For 

example; if pruning was set at 75%, then a layer initially with 1000 filters will get 75% of 

its lowest scored filters removed resulting in a layer with only 250 filters left. The pruning 

algorithm also allow all three steps size to be used one after another. It will start pruning 

the model at 75% iteratively until pruning resulted in a total loss that went above the post-

pruned-threshold and retraining no longer bring this loss back below the post-retrain-

threshold, after which the pruning algorithm reduced prune step size down to 50%. The 

same operation continued with 50% pruning and ending with 25% pruning. Once pruning-

algorithm stopped (at 25% pruning), the algorithm will extract the model from the kth – 1 

iteration (the one before the last pruning iteration) retrained that model and returning it as 

a resulting output pruned model. 

 

3.3.3 Retraining  

 

In an iteration of pruning, when the layer has been pruned and the new loss exceeded the 

post-pruned-threshold retraining will be done. Retraining was done on the same training 

and validation data sets. All settings and configuration were the same as the training step 

except the learning rate was fixed at 0.5E-04. After retraining, if the new loss ratio was 

still higher than the post-retrain-threshold, then the pruning-algorithm will stop or the 

pruning size step will be reduced.  

 

3.4 Pruned Model Evaluation  

 

The performances of the pruned models were evaluated by calculating the models total 

loss, recall, and precision on the test set. The number of parameters within the pruned 

models were tallied and compared to their full model counterpart. Lastly, the inference 

time of the models running on CPU (Intel Core i3-8100 at 3.60GHz quad core) and the 
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Movidius NCS with CPU were calculated. Memory usages for each model were captured 

using the htop command on the terminal. The same performance measurement was done 

on the full models and comparisons were made between its pruned counterparts.  

 

3.5 Running the Model on an Embedded System  

 

The embedded board used was the Raspberry Pi 3 model B+ with a 16 GB micro SD card. 

The operating system running on the Pi was the Raspbian Stretch 32-bit with Desktop 

kernel version 4.14. The Intel’s Movidius NCS was used as an inference engine to assist 

the Raspberry Pi in running the YOLO-based object detection program. Intel’s OpenVINO 

was used to compile the object detection code into an ARM-based executable program that 

utilized the NCS. This object detection program took as inputs: model’s configuration in 

Darknet’s format (.cfg), model’s weights in Darknet’s format (.weights), and an input 

video.  

 

The pruning-algorithm’s used to compress the YOLOv2 model so it can be run on the 

Raspberry-Pi was set to a fixed 50% pruning step size with the post-pruned-threshold and 

post-retrain-threshold set to 1.05. Once model compression was done, it was fined-tuned 

using Darknet’s framework, after which the resulting weights file was obtained. In 

addition, Tiny-YOLO was also implemented as well as its pruned version. The models 

configuration were converted from Keras format back to Darknet’s format as well as the 

weights file from Keras’s H5 to Darknet’s weights format. The output of this program was 

a video with bounding box predictions drawn onto the frames in real-time as well as the 

inference time reported in millisecond. Results were compared between 2 platforms: NCS 

using the Raspberry-Pi ARM-based CPU and NCS using the Intel Core i3 x86-based CPU. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.4: Raspberry Pi & Movidius NCS for Inferencing   
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CHAPTER 4 

 

RESULTS 

 

 

4.1 Models Training Results 

 

Training for YOLOv2 took 170 epochs before training converged. Below is the plot 

(Figure 4.1) of validation loss and training loss over the entire training session. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.1: YOLOv2 Training Plot 

 

The performance of the untrained and the trained YOLOv2 model are summarized in table 

4.1 below. 

 

Table 4.1: Performance Comparison between Trained and Untrained YoloV2 Model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Training Tiny-YOLO took 615 epochs before training converged. Below is the plot 

(Figure 4.2) of validation loss and training loss over the entire training session. 
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Off-Shelf 

YoloV2 

Model 

Trained 

YoloV2 

Model 

Loss XY 0.1377 0.0166 

Loss WH 10.4500 0.0553 

Loss Conf. 0.1115 0.0015 

Loss Class 0.7805 0.0477 

Total Loss 11.4797 0.1210 

Recall 0.0970 0.8541 

Precision 0.0121 0.8913 
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Figure 4.2: Tiny-YOLO Training Plot 

 

The performance of the untrained and the trained Tiny-YOLO model on the test set are 

summarized in table 4.2 below. 

 

 

Table 4.2: Performance Comparison between Trained and Untrained Tiny-Yolo 

Model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2 Pruning-Algorithm Analysis 

 

In this section, the pruning-algorithm is analyzed.  

 

Three methods of calculating the importance factor for each individual filters were 

compared. The results are shown in table 4.3 below. Based on the result, random method 

was not a viable strategy to pick which filters to prune because it damaged the model too 

fast without the ability to recover the loss. It failed to compress the model, achieving only 

 

Off-Shelf 

Tiny-Yolo 

Model 

Trained 

Tiny-Yolo 

Model 

Loss XY 0.3368 0.0229 

Loss WH 7.5281 0.0940 

Loss Conf. NaN 0.0018 

Loss Class NaN 0.0570 

Total Loss NaN 0.1777 

Recall 0 0.8137 

Precision 0 0.8304 
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one layer of pruning before the algorithm stopped. L2 and SAW were good candidates 

because they were able to reduce the model size down by over 90% and without too much 

drop in performance.  

 

Table 4.3: Comparison between Methods to Rank Filters 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3 shows the proportion of the pruning step size that occurred throughout the 

entire pruning process for the SAW and the L2 method. The majority of model 

compression was done at 50% pruning step size. A prune step size of 75% allowed the 

pruning-algorithm to compress the model faster but it removed filters too aggressively. 

The proportion of the prune step size occurred as expected where the purpose of 75% 

pruning step size was to speed up the whole process and the purpose of 25% pruning step 

size was to fine-tune model compression further more. 

 

 

 

 

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Percentage of Prune Step Size 

 

L2 and SAW methods were chosen for further study where both post-prune-threshold and 

post-retrain-threshold were set at 1.01, 1.05, and 1.10. Results are shown in table 4.4 

below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Methods to Rank Filters for Pruning 

 
SAW L2 Random 

# Parameter 394,811 269,347 36,424,963 

% Reduction 99.22 99.47 27.99 

Loss 0.1706 0.1898 0.1682 

Recall 0.7750 0.8249 0.8203 

Precision 0.8576 0.8190 0.8986 

# Prune Iteration 100 111 1 

# Retrain 31 36 1 

80.8% 

9.1% 10.1% 

70.3% 

22.5% 

7.2% 
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Table 4.4: Comparison between L2 and SAW at Different Thresholds 

 

Comparison Between L2 and SAW Method on Test-Set 

   L2_1.01 L2_1.05 L2_1.1 SAW_1.01 SAW_1.05 SAW_1.1 

# Parameter 1,830,336 1,857,507 269,347 579,768 1,079,963 394,811 

%Reduction 96.38 96.33 99.47 97.42 97.87 99.22 

Loss 0.1607 0.2003 0.1898 0.1520 0.1490 0.1706 

Recall 0.8362 0.8224 0.8249 0.8734 0.8280 0.7750 

Precision 0.8647 0.8301 0.8190 0.8378 0.8955 0.8576 

 

 

The result showed that SAW and L2 were able to maintain performance of the compressed 

model at similar level. However, on average SAW can compress the model better than L2 

and produced slightly better performance compressed models as shown in table 4.5. For 

the rest of this thesis, SAW will be the default method of ranking filters for pruning. 

 

Table 4.5: Average Compression Performance 

 

Average Compression Performance 

 
L2 SAW 

%Reduction 97.39 98.17 

Loss 0.1836 0.1554 

Recall 0.8278 0.8343 

Precision 0.8379 0.8636 

 

 

The overall behavior of the pruning-algorithm of both L2 and SAW method can be 

summarized in a plot displayed in figure 4.4 and figure 4.5 below. Both methods used the 

same post-prune and post-retrain threshold of 1.1. The plot has two y-axis: on the left 

indicates the number of parameter in the model and the on the right indicates validation 

loss. The pruning-algorithm removed the number of parameters in the model in a decaying 

fashion where the number of parameter remaining in the model converged to a level. The 

“number of parameters in the model” plot is represented by a dashed line and is referenced 

by the left vertical axis. It is also broken up into three parts indicating the pruning step size 

starting at 75% pruning (blue), followed by 50% pruning (red), and 25% prune (green). 

The validation loss after pruning is drawn in a solid light-blue line where it is referenced 

by the right vertical axis. The red dots indicate where retraining occurred and what are the 

recovered validation loss. 
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Figure 4.4: Pruning-Algorithm SAW_1.1 Visualization 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.5: Pruning-Algorithm L2_1.1 Visualization 

 

Below is figure 4.6 which visualizes the layer picked for pruning for SAW_1.1 and 

L2_1.1, where the blue marking represented 75% pruning step size, red marking represents 
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50% pruning step size, and green marking represent 25% pruning step size. Each column 

represents the layers in YOLOv2. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.6: Layer Picked Per Pruning Iteration 

 

 

4.3 Pruned YOLOv2 Model Evaluation  

 

The original YOLOv2 model had a total of 50,583,811 parameters (203.9MB weights-file 

size). Using SAW as the primary method to compress the YOLOv2 model, additional trial 

for compression was setup with different thresholds (post-prune-threshold & post-retrain-

threshold fixed). The thresholds were 1.001, 1.01, 1.025, 1.05, 1.075, and 1.1. Results are 

summarized in table 4.6 below. 
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Table 4.6: Comparison of SAW Pruning-Algorithm at Different Thresholds 

 

 

Overall, the pruning-algorithm can compress the YOLOv2 model above 95% of original 

model without incurring much drop in performance. In some instances some performance 

metric may improved upon the original full model. 

 

Lastly, the pruned YOLOv2 model was used to draw the bounding boxes on the images of 

the test set. Below are some images of the results. 

 

    
  

     

 

Figure 4.7: Pruned YOLOv2 Model Prediction on Test Set 

 

4.4 Pruned Tiny-YOLO Model and Evaluation 

 

There are a total of 11,037,075 parameters in the Tiny-YOLO model (44.9MB weights-file 

size). Pruning Tiny-YOLO requried a higher threshold than pruning YOLOv2 model and it 

only worked with prune step size of 50% or lower. The pruning-algorithm was not able to 

remove much of the parameters in Tiny-YOLO model. The results of compression 

performance is shown in table 4.7 below. Retraining the pruned Tiny-YOLO models also 

requried a lower learning rate by a factor of 10 than retraining pruned YOLOv2 models. 

 

Comparison of SAW Pruning-Algorithm at Different Thresholds on Test-Set 

Threshold 1.001 1.01 1.025 1.05 1.075 1.1 Full Model 

# Parameter 1,812,524 579,768 1,937,376 1,079,963 1,279,307 394,811 50,583,811 

%Reduction 96.42 97.42 96.17 97.87 97.47 99.22 N/A 

Loss 0.1268 0.1520 0.1693 0.1490 0.1316 0.1706 0.1210 

Recall 0.8329 0.8734 0.8387 0.8280 0.8945 0.7750 0.8541 

Precision 0.9141 0.8378 0.8755 0.8955 0.8061 0.8576 0.8913 
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Table 4.7: Tiny-YOLO Pruning Performance Comparison 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.5 Inferencing on Hardware Performance Comparison 

 

Inferencing for all models was done on three platforms: CPU only, NCS + CPU, and NCS 

+ Raspberry Pi. The two main metrics used for comparison are inference time in 

millisecond and memory usage of the system to run the program. Table 4.8 summarized all 

the models inference time on each platform.  

 

Table 4.8: Inference Time on Different Platform 

 

  
Inference Time (ms) 

Model (#Layers) #Parameters CPU Only NCS + CPU NCS + R.Pi 

Full YOLOv2 (23) 50,583,811 138.72 640.82 688.89 

Pruned YOLOv2 (23) 2,099,541 32.34 181.57 234.24 

Tiny-YOLO (9) 11,037,075 15.5 139.81 194.42 

Pruned Tiny-YOLO (9) 2,328,735 6.29 66.73 120.26 

 

The performance comparison for all the models to be run on different hardware is 

summarized in Table 4.9 below. The filter numbers for each convolution layer within the 

full YoloV2 and Tiny-Yolo as well as their pruned version are summarized in Table 4.10 

and Table 4.11 below. 

 

  

Tiny-YOLO Pruning Performance Comparison 

 

L2_1.20 SAW_1.20 Full Model  

#Parameter 4,089,375 2,328,735 11,037,075  

% Reduction 62.95 78.9 N/A  

Loss 0.1671 0.1932 0.1777  

Recall 0.7788 0.7781 0.8137  

Precision 0.8836 0.8657 0.8304  
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Table 4.9: Performance Comparison of Models Running on an Embedded System 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.10: YOLOv2 Models Filter Number Comparison 

 

 

 

Table 4.11: Tiny Yolo Models Filter Number Comparison

Performance Comparison of Models Running on an Embedded System 

 

Full 

YoloV2 

Pruned 

YoloV2 

Full Tiny-

Yolo 

 Pruned 

Tiny-Yolo 

#Parameter 50,583,811 2,099,541 11,037,075  2,328,735 

% Reduction N/A 95.85 N/A  78.90 

Loss 0.1210 0.1592 0.1777  0.1932 

Recall 0.8541 0.8464 0.8137  0.7781 

Precision 0.8913 0.8732 0.8304  0.8657 

YOLOv2 Models Filter Number Comparison  

Conv-Layer # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

Kernel size 3 3 3 1 3 3 1 3 3 1 3 1 3 3 1 3 1 3 3 3 1 3 1 

Full YoloV2 32 64 128 64 128 256 128 256 512 256 512 256 512 1024 512 1024 512 1024 1024 1024 64 1024 35 

Pruned YoloV2 16 64 64 32 128 128 128 128 128 64 256 128 128 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 64 512 35 

Tiny Yolo Models Filter Number Comparison 

Conv-Layer # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Kernel size 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 

Full TinyYolo 16 32 64 128 256 512 1024 512 35 

Pruned TinyYolo 4 32 64 128 128 256 256 512 35 
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The memory usage for all models running on CPU is summarized in table 4.12. The 

memory usage for all models running on NCS + CPU is summarized in table 4.13. The 

memory usage for all models running on NCS + Raspberry Pi is summarized in table 4.14. 

 

Table 4.12: Memory Usage on CPU  

 

CPU Only 

Model (#Layers) #Parameters VIRT RES SHR MEM 

Full YOLOv2 (23) 50,583,811 6822M 883M 56020 11.3% 

Pruned YOLOv2 (23) 2,099,541 6240M 310M 55740 4.0% 

Tiny-YOLO (9) 11,037,075 6033M 398M 55860 5.1% 

Pruned Tiny-YOLO (9) 2,328,735 5904M 295M 56032 3.8% 

 

 

Table 4.13: Memory Usage on NCS Running on CPU  

 

CPU+NCS 

Model (#Layers) #Parameters VIRT RES  SHR MEM 

Full YOLOv2 (23) 50,583,811 6484M 828M 50132 10.6% 

Pruned YOLOv2 (23) 2,099,541 5888M 273M 50360 3.5% 

Tiny-YOLO (9) 11,037,075 5953M 372M 50248 4.8% 

Pruned Tiny-YOLO (9) 2,328,735 5848M 273M 51132 3.5% 

 

 

Table 4.14: Memory Usage on NCS Running on Raspberry Pi  

 

Raspberry Pi +NCS 

Model (#Layers) #Parameters VIRT RES SHR MEM 

Full YOLOv2 (23) 50,583,811 1084M 734M 23088 83.9% 

Pruned YOLOv2 (23) 2,099,541 515M 262M 44400 29.9% 

Tiny-YOLO (9) 11,037,075 617M 363M 44164 41.5% 

Pruned Tiny-YOLO (9) 2,328,735 512M 264M 44716 30.2% 
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Figure 4.8: Pruned YOLOv2 Model Running on Raspberry Pi and NCS 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

 

Some interesting observation were made about the pruning-algorithm during its 

development and testing, which will be discussed in this section of the Thesis.  

 

There is some limitation to the pruning-algorithm; one major drawback is that the 

pruning process is not repeatable because of the retraining process, which always 

resulted in new weights, which have direct affect on layer selection for pruning. 

Another limitation is the fixed three pruning step size (75%, 50%, and 25%). During 

pruning-algorithm testing, it was found that by the time the model reach 25% pruning 

step, model compression has become very inefficient. The cyclic process of retraining 

is what takes the longest and is the reason why the pruning-algorithm is slow. It is 

observed that most of the retraining happened towards the end of the pruning algorithm 

(at 25% pruning step size) where the model has already shrunk significantly. It seems 

that the majority of the time was spent on removing very small number of weights and 

having to retrain afterward.  One possible solution is to make the pruning step size 

dynamic, able to change to the state of the model.  

 

This pruning-algorithm relies on brute force to figure out which layer to prune per 

iteration. It has to modify each layer individually then calculate the whole model’s loss 

based on a single layer modification. This will not scale as the model being pruned 

increase in size and depth. For example, YOLOv3 has around 106 layers, this means 

that the pruning-algorithm will have to go through each layer and modify the filter 

number 106 times before it can even decide which layer to pick. A possible solution is 

to use some kind of approximator to estimate which layer will produced the least loss. 

For example, a Taylor expansion function developed to estimate the model’s new loss 

as a result of pruning without having to perform a full feed forward [38]. 

 

One last observation lies in how the pruned model became thin and deep, the natural 

question arise is can the layer that has been pruned down most aggressively and 

frequently be removed entirely. This modification will however, change the model 

architecture, but will result in significant boost in speed. More research can be done in 

continuation with filter pruning technique explored in this thesis.  

 

Moving on to inference performance of the pruned model on different hardware. As 

expected, inference time drops as the number of parameters in the model drops. 

However, interestingly inference time of pruned YOLOv2 model, which has 2,099,541 

parameters, has slower inference time than the full Tiny-YOLO, which has more 

parameters (11,037,075). This is because the full Tiny-YOLO has only 9 layers while 

the pruned YOLOv2 model has 29 layers.  Model’s depth has a big affect on how fast a 

model can run.  

 

In addition, the object detection program running on the Raspberry Pi has a low video 

refresh rate. This is because all the frames are normalized and resized by the Raspberry 

Pi before sending it to the Movidius NCS. To speed up the object detection program, 

frame processing should also be done on the Movidius NCS to exploit its parallelism 
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processing power. This can be achieved by using the OpenVINO inference engine API 

provided by Intel. 

 

On last observation about the Movidius NCS running on the Raspberry Pi is that, they 

are not optimized for models that has filters number not multiple of 4. For example, 

speed up can only be achieved on the Pi if all the filters within the pruned YOLOv2 or 

pruned Tiny-YOLO models has any of the following filter numbers: 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 

128, 256, 512, and 1024. This will be achieved if prune step size are 75% or 50% but 

not 25%. Inference time actually increased with models that have been pruned by 25% 

pruning step size, even though the resulting models are smaller. 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Deep neural network using convolution has been demonstrated to be a powerful engine 

for object detection applications. Open-sourced architecture that has been pre-trained 

such as YOLO can be transformed into application specific model via transfer 

learning.  However, deployment of such model on edge device poses its on challenges 

from speed and memory point of view. Model compression can be done to make the 

model smaller and thus require less memory and run faster. One such deep 

compression technique is filter pruning, which has been shown to be very effective in 

reducing the YOLOv2 model for cars and motorbike detection on the street 

application. As a proof of concept, the model was implemented onto an embedded 

system while utilizing a special hardware to run DNN. Indeed, inference time and 

memory usage decreases as the size of the model decreases.  

 

What this thesis showed was that in some application, using off-the-shelf model may 

not be the most efficient method especially if deployment into embedded system is an 

end goal. It was found that there were many redundancies within the model that do 

little to extract unique and useful features. Based on the examples in this thesis, using 

the full YOLOv2 was excessive for the application of cars and motorbike detection, as 

have been shown that over 90% of the model can be removed without too much drop 

in performance. It was observed that even the Tiny-YOLO model, which was 

developed to run on embedded system, could be compressed down with minimal 

performance drop. 

 

All objectives have been achieved with new research questions uncovered. As 

discussed in earlier section, future work involves improving the efficiency and 

effectiveness of the pruning-algorithm and making it scalable to larger model such as 

YOLOv3. Other deep compression technique such as layer filtering can be 

incorporated to achieve even more optimized models. 
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